Abstract. We look at the semigroup generated by a system of heat equations. Applications to testing normality and option pricing are addressed.
Extension to Gaussian Semigroup
It is well-known that Gaussian semigroup solves the heat equation (ii) (Probability distribution) By the maximum principle, k u is non-negative for all k . Let 
Denote the convolution in (1.7) as ) , ( t x w k ; we have 
(1.6) shows that u is a convolution semigroup which reduces to Gaussian if 
Proposition 2 (Two-phase Distribution). Solution to the system (1.1)-(1.5) when
, and is
Proof. See Appendix A.
Proposition 3 (Three-phase Distribution). Solution to the system (1.1)-(1.5) when
where 
Proof. See Appendix B. 
Some Applications

Testing Normality
The two-phase distribution derived above offers a simple way to test normal distribution based on maximum-likelihood inference. Using the null hypothesis of 2 1 σ σ = , the likelihood ratio test statistic follows 2 χ distribution with one degree of freedom. Log likelihood function to the twophase distribution looks as follows: In (2.1)-(2.2), N is sample size, )
(i x represents the th i largest observation by value, and n denotes the total number of observations that are greater than q (i.e.,
Nonlinearity requires estimating parameters 1 σ , 2 σ and q with a numerical procedure. Standard
Newton's method usually suffices the purpose. Table 1 reports the ML parameter estimates and test statistics for a variety of samples of weekly returns on the S&P 500 index (SPX). 
Pricing European Option
Following standard option pricing theory, the two-phase distribution can be used to define a risk neutral probability measure to price derivative securities like European options. For equities, assume that time-t stock price t S has the dynamics 
. We present the solution in Equations (2.4)-(2.7). Figure 3 and Figure 4 depict implied volatility curves and surface, respectively, by the two-phase formula. It can be shown that 
Equate (A7) and (A8) to (A11); we find, This suggests a symmetry solution to the following integral: Substituting (A12) and (A15) to (A7) and (A8), it is straightforward to obtain the solution of (1.13)-(1.14). By symmetry, Equations (1.15)-(1.16) follow when 0 < q .
Appendix B
We solve for (1.17)-(1.19) using Green's functions. In general, solution to heat equation 
and the Green's 
and 2 G has the expression, 
